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0. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to present the contrasts and var-

iants of the segmental and tonal phonemes of Marinahua** in the

context of the syllable, the phonological word, and the phonological

clause.

1. Syllable

The nucleus of the syllable is made up of a vowel plus a tone.

Each emic syllable has one vowel and one tone. A sequence of two

vowels is a sequence of two syllables, as in t&i foot. A sequence of

two tones is a sequence of two syllables, as in the high-low sequence

naa dead, and fi^i^ rubber.

A syllable margin may contain either one or two consonants.

It precedes the nucleus.

The syllable type V occurs phonological-word initial, medial,

or final, and any vowel may fill the V spot, except that as yet we

have no example of the syllable i^ medial or final. Initial: imi blood,

ani' sweet smell, ono over there, i'pa father; i^a^ lake, a^i^fo^ woman,

Qiiin fo see, r^wi^ my. Medial: maiti hat, si'dti medicine, ootsi dry

* Dedicated to Professor Daniel Jones on the occasion of his 80th birthday.

** The data for this paper were gathered from the portion of the Marinahua tribe

which is located on the Purus river at the mouth of the Curanja in Southeastern Peru.

There are about 200 speakers in this locaHty and an unestimated number on the Acre

river. Probably some Marinahua speakers are also in Brazil and Bolivia. Marinahua

is a member of the Pano language family.

Eugene Scott is responsible for the vocabulary, grammar materials, and the analysis

of the segmental phonemes. Eunice Pike is responsible for the analysis of the high-level

phonemic units, of the tone, and for the write-up of the paper. The authors wish to

express their appreciation to Marie Scott for her helpful suggestions and especially for her

material on the distribution of phonemes in respect to one another and to the syllable

(see Section 1).
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leaves^ niifo chief; a^i^fo^ woman, ai^o^ki'no iron. Final : 'iriijlame, fi'poa

to close, ip2ipio paper, t&\ foot; i^wPi^ to load a canoe, i^a^ lake, fisa^o^

bean.

The syllable type CCV never occurs phonological-word initial,

and only the phonemes s, s, and s occur in the first C slot. In the

second C slot, p, t, k; m, n; or f may occur, as in tsispa back of a

canoe, tsisti' charcoal, niska^i'^ sweat, 'isto younger brother, kaskia broken

in two, ismai to show, ismi buzzard, pasna dog, kasma^, nMo^fog,

Within the syllable there are a few restrictions in the distri-

bution of consonants in relation to vowels. Specifically, y does not

precede i or i^; w does not precede o or o^; c does not precede i or i^;

s does not precede i or i^; s does not precede o, o^, i, or i^ - not

even when a C intervenes. Notice fi'spi throat, but ti'spi' waterfall,

(The phonemes s and s contrast only when preceding the phoneme
a or a^. In our data s precedes the phoneme a or a^ in only the

following words : sara good, kosa to hit, isa^ a small mouse-like animal,

sani lazy^ xn&siiro jaguar,)

Several types of borders are frequently perceptible between

syllables: (1) the change from vowel to consonant, saka empty;

(2) a vowel glide toward closure before the next vowel begins,

/sio/ [si^o] gnats; (3) a gliding change of pitch from one tone to

another, kaa he went; (4) a step up of pitch from one allotone of

high to another, Tg ria4i4ki5 / cry; (5) onset of stress in the second

half of a phonetically-long vocoid, oi icapa much rain,

2. The phonological word

Each phonological word is a rhythm unit with a nuclear

syllable which is longer than other syllables of that word. When a

phonological word is the last one in the phonological clause, the

nuclear syllable is even longer. The nuclear syllable of the phono-

logical word corresponds to the first syllable of a stem of a gram-

matical word. It is, therefore, usually the first syllable of the

phonological word. When it is not initial in the phonological word,

it has been indicated by a raised dot: nata-ri these clothes (na this,

tari clothes).

The syllable at the end of a phonological word is shorter and

more lenis than a prenuclear or nuclear syllable. Therefore the

border between phonological words is often perceived as lenisness

followed by a sharp attack and pick up of speed. Optionally there

is also a pause.
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When a word ends with the same vowel as that beginning the

following word, there is optionally, but rarely, a lenis glottal stop

between them: /pia atsanai/ [pi^a ^atsandai] tired nephew.

The border, which in another theoretical approach would be

treated as a ''plus juncture", is orthographically marked by space

and is treated here as a contrastive feature of the total phonological

word rather than as a separate phoneme.

In the examples, unless the word contains a raised dot, the first

syllable after space is the nuclear syllable and is, therefore, length-

ened : yora saso fla people bought a canoe^ \ cipi kinai / call the older

sister.

When two vowels occur in sequence within a phonological

word, they must be either both nasalized, or both oral, unless one

of them is prenuclear and the other nuclear. Example of a vowel

sequence which is nuclear and postnuclear: paiti ladder^ sa^i^ti

flute. Example when both are postnuclear: ania brother-in-law^

rrn'ma^^ sand. Example when one is prenuclear and the other

nuclear: naa^-wi^ this wife.

There are one-syllable words with high and with low tone:

ciflre, tso chigger. In two-syllable words the tone sequences are as

follows : high high, fai path: high low, fai rise in a river: and low low,

fai cornfield, A two-syllable stem with the tone sequence of low high

does not occur in isolation in our data, but a two-syllable word

which has prenuclear and nuclear syllables does occur: nato- this egg.

The most common tone patterns in three syllable words are as

follows: high high high, mastati hammer; low low low, takara

chicken; high low low, sarapi paddle. Less common patterns are:

low high low, papio paper; high high low, potao threw out.

Patterns ending with high, in isolation, are rare in our data

(but see, ootsi dry leaves), but they do occur as allomorphs within a

phonological clause. For example : yosafo kinoti krnoa the old woman

sharpened the knife. In isolation the allomorphs would be : yosafo old

woman, kinoti knife,

A number of words which are high low in isolation become

low low following another high low, as in fi'm husband, but i'^wii^

fmi my husband. Some words which are high low in isolation become

high high following high, as in : rafi two, but fawa rafi' two parrots.

Some words with high low low become high low high preceding

low low, as in kafiti arrow, but kafiti fiso black arrow.
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3. Phonological clause

The nucleus of the phonological clause is the nuclear syllable

of the last phonological word. It contains the longest vocoid, v:-,

of the clause. The next longest vocoid, length v:, occurs in the

nuclear syllable of the first phonological word of that same clause.

A less long vocoid, length v, occurs in the nuclear syllable of those

phonological words which are neither first nor last in the clause.

The shortest, length v, occurs in syllables which are phonological-

word marginal. The various lengths are shown in the following

examples: fi': ni ca-ska fi:-a {husband achiote bought) the husband

bought achiote lyo'.rA ra-ff si'i-soa {people two whistled) two people

whistled.

The border between two clauses immediately follows the

length:-, or is one or several syllables later. In fast speech the exact

point where the new clause begins may be indeterminate.

The attitude of the speaker is conveyed somewhat by the pitch,

intensity, and consonant length of the last phonological word of the

clause. Specifically, when a speaker is relaxed, a final low tone has

the allotone -5. When the speaker is tense, a final low varies to

allotone-4. When the speaker is irritated, a final low is morpho-

phonemically replaced by high. When the speaker is extremely

irritated, the last consonant of the clause is lengthened, and the

intensity which is usually on the nuclear syllable is put instead on

the clause-final syllable, even when that syllable is in the margin of

the phonological word.

In a list of isolated grammatical or phonological words, or in

a list of grammatical phrases, or sentences, each utterance ends in

a glottal stop. In continuous discourse, however, glottal stops are

frequently missing before pause. We conclude, therefore, that the

glottal stop is a contrastive feature of a unit which is more inclusive

than the phonological clause described here, and that this phono-

logical unit is the phonological discourse, or, possibly, the phono-

logical paragraph.

Other features which lend themselves to identifying such a unit

are: an overall change of key (but not of relative lexical pitch),

change of speed (but not of relative lengths within any one phono-

logical clause).

A few other phonological features crisscross the structuring of

the phonological hierarchy. One of these are hesitation units marked
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by extreme length of the prehesitation vowel. Voice quality charac-

teristics will probably respond to similar treatment in later studies.

4. Consonantal contrasts

The consonants in contrast in comparable places within the

margin of the syllable and in still higher phonological units are:

stops (and affricates) p, t, ts, c, and k; fricatives f, s, s, s, h (rare)

;

nasals m, n; semiconsonants w, y; the flap r.

The bilabials p, f, m, w, contrast as follows: po^ imagine that!

fo hair, ma negative, waa to place; sopa papaya, safa day, tama peanut,

sa^wa'^ guacamayo.

The alveolars t, ts, s, n, r, contrast as follows: t&i foot, tsa^i'^

talk, soi assai palm, na this, rao a curse; fata sweet, katsa sour, nasa

bite of a dog, kana guacamayo, fara otter.

The alveopalatal c, s, s, y, contrast as follows : csiifar, sara good,

sara bee, yawa pig; kaca a strong drink, kosa to hit, kosa cedar, saya

dress.

The velars k, h, contrast as follows: kisi leg, hi {a woman's

response when called) ; saka empty, moka^hi^ a type of tree, hiihiki

{imitation of the call of a tiger). The three words above are the only

words in our data which contain the phoneme h.

5. Vocalic contrasts

There are four oral vowels i, a, o, i, and four nasalized vowels

i^, a^, 0^5 i^, which contrast one with the other in the nucleus of the

syllable. Examples: misi corn bread, maso horn, mosa thorn, miski

left; ia louse, i^a^ lake; fara otter, fara^ squash; poya toad, po^ya^ arm;

i small ants, i^ I.

There are also phonetically-long vocoids which contrast with

phonetically-short ones. They have, however, been interpreted as a

sequence of two like vowels, as in na this, naa died; fi^ mosquito, fi^i^

rubber.

6. Consonantal variants

A nonlabialized allophone of the bilabial fricative occurs when
preceding the vowels i, i^, o, o^, as in /fici/ [oitsi] skin, /fo/ [00] hair.

A labialized allophone occurs when preceding the vowels a, a^, i,

1^, as in /fitsa/ [0witsa] other, /fak'i/ [o^aki] child, iCi^o^l [on'^o^]

tears.

Each of the two nasal consonants have two major allophones,

one of which is released to a homorganic stop; the other is not.
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Those with a stop release occur before oral vowels, as in /ana/

[anda] tongue, /ima/ [imba] ant. Those with a nasal release occur

before nasalized vowels, as in /tona^/ [tona^] blue, jsimsi^l [sima^]

Jish.

The semiconsonants y and w have nasalized allophones which

occur between nasalized vowels, as in /po^ya^/ arm, /a^^wi^/ wife.

Other consonant phonemes have only one major allophone,

except that in one type of phonological clause, the final consonant

of that clause is lengthened (see Section 3).

7. Vocalic variants

The phoneme o has allophones which range somewhere between

[o] and [u]. Possibly the high allophones occur following bilabial

consonants and the low allophones occur utterance initial and also

following alveolar phonemes, but free variation over the range

prevents sharp statements of allophonic distribution. Examples:

/cipo/ [tsipu] later, /ono/ [ondu] over there.

The phoneme o^ also has allophones which range from [o^]

to [u'^]. The higher ones are the more common. Examples: /a^i^fo^/

[a^i^fu^] woman, /no^no^/ [no^nu^] duck.

The most common allophone of the phoneme i is high. There is,

however, a lower allophone which occurs between k and r, as in:

/tokiri/ rock.

The most common allophone of the phoneme i is [i]. In our

data, however, there is the allophone [e] which occurs in the one

word [ndie0u] chief. We are considering this to be an allophone of

i also since we have no [i] following i: /niifo/ chief.

All the vowels have various allophones differing by length. The

longest allophone occurs in the nuclear syllable of a phonological

clause; the shortest occurs in the margin of a phonemic word. It

is the placement of these various allophones which for the most part

determines the rhythm of an utterance. (See Sections 2 and 3 for

further discussion of vowel lengths.)

8. Transition vocoid ghdes

The phonemes i, o, i, and i^, o^, 'i^, in environments other than

phonological-clause final, optionally end with a vocoid glide which

moves toward closure. These glides are most prominent when at the

end of the nuclear syllable of a phonological word. They could be

interpreted as the phonemes y, w, and y, respectively. We have.
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however, arbitrarily chosen to write y when a high unrounded

ghde follows some vowel other than i or i^, and when it occurs at

the beginning of a nuclear syllable. For example the glide is not

written following the phoneme i in /sio/ [si^o] small sweet potato.

The glide is written following the phoneme a in /ma^yo^/ [ma^i^o^i]

slippery. It is written at the beginning of a nuclear syllable as in

/yawa/ [^a^a] pig.

We write w only when a high back rounded glide follows some

vowel other than o or o^^. That is, it is not written in /tsoi/ [tso^i]

to toast; it is written in /i'wa/ [i'^a] mother. It is also written when it

occurs at the beginning of a nuclear syllable as in /waa/ [^aa] to

place.

The high back unrounded glide [y] is never written in our

phonemic script.

The reasons for our choice are as follows: (1) There is no

contrast between the presence and absence of y following i or i^,

of w following o or o^, or of y following I or i^. (2) The phone y

occurs only after i or i^, is never contrastive in the system, and

therefore need not be indicated at all; rather it is left as an etic

transition vocoid. (3) Our choice avoids a perception problem in

the margin of a phonological word where the authors only rarely

hear the difference between [i^a] and [ia], [o^a] and [oa], etc.

(4) There are frequently audible syllable junctures between o.o,

a.a, etc. and therefore a pulse between two vowels does not neces-

sarily mean the presence of a consonant. For example, in ciko 6sa

the younger sister is asleep^ there is a nonphonemic rise in pitch from

the first o to the second, as well as an onset of stress on the second o.

Note, however, that there is contrast between the semi-

consonants and the corresponding vowels : /waa/ [^aa] to place versus

/oa/ [oa] flower; /poya/ [po^a] toad versus /moia/ [mbo^ia] wake up!

9. Tone contrasts

Each emic syllable has either a high or a low tone. Note the

following words: pia nephew, pia arrow; mapo head, mapo ashes,

tapo root, tapo bridge,

10. Tone variants

The tones have allotones which are dependent to a certain

extent upon contiguous tones and upon their place in the phonolog-

ical word and clause. There is, however, considerable fluctuation



within the allophone as Hsted here. The major allotones of high

tone are as follows: the highest, allotone-j, occurs in the nuclear

syllable of the phonological clause when preceding low, as in

pa^nog cloth, Allophone-g of high tone also precedes low, but it

occurs in a marginal syllable of the phonological clause, as in

63tsa2ra4si5 many rabbits^ n62ko4 pa-iUOg our cloth. A still lower relative

pitch, allotone-3 of high tone, occurs in all other environments,

that is, anywhere but preceding low, as in na4t6-3 this egg, 62,'^i\

ankle bracelet, fr2ni4 pr3sr3 fiiag the husband bought a house.

The major allotones of low tone are as follows: Allotone-45, a

low downglide, alternating with allotone 4, occurs in the nuclear

syllable of the phonological clause, as in ma45tsi5 cold, Allotone-5, of

low tone, follows allotone-45, or another allotone-5. It also occurs

phonological-clause final, as in ci4pi4 a45tsa5na5i5 older sister is tired,

kaifi.tir arrow, ^
^Summary

The segmental phonemes are presented in relation to higher

units of the phonological hierarchy, namely : syllable, phonological

word, phonological clause. The variants of high and low tones are

described in relation to contiguous tones and to their place in the

phonological word and clause. The phonemic content of the

syllable is described and the distribution of the various types of

syllables in the phonological word. The phonetic characteristics of

the phonological word are described and its variants as they occur

in the phonological clause.

Die phonologische Hierarchic des Marinahua

Zusammenfassung

Die linearen Phoneme werden zu hoheren Einheiten einer phonologisch bestimm-

ten Hierarchic in Bezichung gesetzt, namlich der Silbe, dem Wort und der Satzeinheit

(clause). Zur Beschreibung kommen die Varianten der hoheren und niedrigen Tone
nach ihrem Verhaltnis zu den nachstgelegenen Tonen und nach ihrer Stellung in der

phonologisch bestimmten Wort- bzw. Satzeinheit. Ferner werden beschrieben der

Phonembestand der Silbe und die Verteilung der verschiedenen Silbentypen im pho-

nologischen Wort, die phonetischen Merkmale des phonologischen Wortes und seine

in der phonologischen Satzeinheit vorkommenden Abarten.

La hierarchic phonologique du marinahua

Resume

Les phonemes lineaires du marinahua sont etudies dans leurs rapports avec les

unites superieures de la hierarchic phonologique : syllabe, mot, membre de phrase.
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